"The means of doing us a great deal of injury": The involvement of North Germany's port cities and merchants in the American Civil War, 1861-65

Patrick Gaul

Current scholarship analyses the American Civil War as a global shock that affected people and places throughout the transatlantic world. But curiously, the role of Central Europe and its major Atlantic ports and merchants has mostly been neglected by this historiographic trend so far. This is rather astonishing, since Hamburg, Bremen, and their hinterlands played a crucial role for the global impacts of North America's bloodiest conflict.

This article argues that people of Northern Germany were not merely passive recipients of the Civil War. Supported by extending networks of transatlantic trade and migration, individuals from the port cities of Hamburg, Bremen and their surroundings actively influenced the conflict in North America. As we shall see, North German overseas merchants shipped large amounts of weapons from Bremen and Hamburg to both the Union and the Confederate armies and had a large share in the covert trade with Southern cotton. Using their multilateral business connections with branches in Germany, the United States, and Mexico, the merchants acted as influential elements that transformed the war in North America into a global conflict.

The active role of North German merchants not only provokes a realignment of traditionalist accounts of Central European partisanship during the American Civil War, it also underscores the region's entanglement with American slavery over the course of the mid-nineteenth Century.

Cities and their hinterlands have always had the potential to become transnational spaces of linkages and connections. Port cities in particular are settings where people and commodities are constantly exchanged beyond national borders and are thereby embedded in networks of trade, migration and communication. In the nineteenth century, Hamburg, Bremen and their immediate surroundings (parts of the Kingdom of Hanover and the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg) were the continental hubs of emigration to America and gateways for American slave labor products.


Before the Civil War, cotton harvested by slaves on American plantations was brought from Hamburg and Bremen to inland spinning centers like the Kingdom of Saxony. During the war, the small kingdom and several other German states suffered severely from the cotton famine the conflict had caused. Shortly after the conflict had ended, Saxony's commercial chamber summarized that "the cotton famine [caused by the Civil War] has reminded us of the intimate connection between politics and economy." Several German papers and authors agreed on that assessment in one way or another. For Central European contemporaries, the most palpable ramifications of the American Civil War were its economic impact.

What contemporaries acknowledged immediately, historians would later treat rather dismally. Studies about the war's consequences in Central Europe are often relying on diplomatic sources and neglect the powerful synergy of conviction and commerce. Such studies suggest that contention and partisanship in German-speaking Europe during the American Civil War proceeded solely on a political scale. Actors and factions considered democratic or liberal were supposed to be in favor of the Union, whereas supposed conservative individuals and organs were said to be attracted to the Confederacy's war aims. In the end, popular support for the Union and its world-famous Wiederhersteller (restorer) Abraham Lincoln seemed to have won the hearts of the majority of the German-speaking population. However, this notion needs to be readjusted. It overlooks the economic conditions that influence individual actions and habits affected by long distance-trade and its remarkable power to change and destabilize spatial and social relations.

The Civil War's impact in Northern Germany reveals a strong discrepancy in established historiographical tendencies. Older studies neglect the fact that relations between the various German states and the United States ante 1871 were based first and foremost on commercial pillars. Entanglements between Europe and the United States were primarily woven by cotton fabrics, harvested by the hands of slaves. Formal expressions of political loyalty, represented by treaties or inter-state alliances, lacked the power or simply did not exist in the manner they would later in the nineteenth century.

Two major perquisites need to be considered if a solid historiographical readjustment of
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Central Europe's position during the Civil War is to be realized. First, global commodity chains always initiate multilateral spaces of interaction, and are, hence, not linear.\(^{12}\) Trade between Central Europe and the United States affected a multitude of different opinions, people and purses. Only connecting the dots along political beliefs fails to satisfy the broadness of the different interests Europeans had in the Civil War. Second, we have to keep in mind specific zeitgeist-phenomena. Similar to today, ethics and economics in the Civil War Era often went separate ways. In the 1860s, this split was strengthened by realpolitik.\(^{13}\) Materialistic and economic interests were neither deeply touched by the ideological ideals that had the power to affect the mode and circumstances under which goods were produced. Nor were such ideals able to influence decisions about whom to do business with. Accordingly, the liberalist commercial policy and "merchant culture" around North German shippers and importers were sparsely principled and peaked in pragmatic support of free trade that led to simultaneous backing for both the Union and the Confederacy.\(^{14}\) Originally celebrated as the guarantor of universal peace and human liberty, the Civil War tested the sincerity of the dogma of free trade's humanitarian component.\(^{15}\) As such, merchants in Northern Germany, downright supporters of free trade who often praised themselves for their liberal cosmovision, had a deep interest in the perpetuation of North American slavery.

Northern German overseas merchants maintained long-established socioeconomic ties with Southern commercial centers like New Orleans, Charleston, and Galveston. Between 1850 and 1860, German immigration to the future Confederate States increased by eighty percent.\(^{16}\) Trade with the South promised a bright future. Most of those immigrants originated from the northwestern parts of Central Europe, namely Bremen, Hamburg, Oldenburg, and Hanover.\(^{17}\) A prime intention for plenty of the newcomers was to cultivate or continue commercial relations with Germany's oversea ports where Southern cotton, tobacco and sugar were sold for further processing.\(^{18}\) Thanks to Northern Germany's expanding railway- and steamboat-system (which was also considered a model for the seaports and their back countries in the American South), plantation products were swiftly distributed to industrial centers and consumers all over the continent.\(^{19}\)

North German merchants depended tremendously on the constant circulation of Southern staples. As an exemption from the European rule, Bremen did not import Southern cotton and
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\(^{17}\) In Charleston, 73 percent of the German population came from Hanover, Oldenburg and Holstein. See Mehrländer: \textit{The Germans}, 295.


tobacco via New York or Liverpool, the great intermediaries in the North American cotton trade. The city's merchants received their goods directly from Southern ports built on the backs of forced labor. In 1860, cotton was the commodity that generated by far the most revenue for the small republic. Bremen's aggregate value of all imports from Southern ports was almost twice as much as its Northern imports.

Permanent free trade with low or no tariffs between Charleston or New Orleans and Germany's overseas harbors was a long-conceived intention of American planters and German importers: "The subject of direct trade with Bremen occupies a great deal of public attention in this city," an observer in Savannah wrote in early 1860. That year, slave owners sent shoe and blanket samples intended to be used by their slaves to Bremen, to examine whether Central European products could keep up with New England-made slave garments. Bremen and its surroundings were not only home to over two hundred tobacco and cigar plants, but also to over three hundred shoemakers. They were now motivated to demonstrate their skill so slaves in Georgia and elsewhere could scamper through cotton and tobacco fields to increase their owner's fortune. Testing the production capacity of Bremen's shoemakers was one of many trials the South used to check if the region could prevail independently of Northern industries. "If a favorable answer should be received," the Savannah observer assured, "the South will no longer be under the necessity of patronizing her enemies at the North, and a brisk trade with Germany will follow."

Once Georgia and several other slave states had seceded from the Union, the way seemed paved for further German-Confederate cooperation. Various correspondents in Bremen assured the readers of The Index, the Confederacy's newspaper in Europe, of the city's sincere willingness to establish permanent trade with the new nation of slaveholders. Bremen's Mayor received applications for consular posts from former Bremen and other German citizens now living in the Confederacy, coquetting with their experiences in transatlantic trade and personal acquaintances with high-ranking Confederate officials. One way or another, North German merchants supported the slaveholding South and favored unrestricted trade with it. A multitude of peoples in Hamburg, Bremen and their hinterlands depended on the South's plantation economy.

All European nations maintained official neutrality towards the two belligerents across the Atlantic. Business with both Union and Confederacy was a legitimate act according to international law. Trading with both conflicting parties, the conflict across the Atlantic became boon and bane for Northern German shippers, merchants and other businessmen. As the war raged on, no European nation besides Great Britain had more vessels running between North American and European coasts than the free republics of Bremen and Hamburg. These numbers ballooned when North American vessels began changing their native flags and established branches abroad, afraid of otherwise getting captured or destroyed by the enemy. Flags of neutral nations proved
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to be an attractive means to camouflage both the cargo and the ship. Thousands of North American shippers switched their colors, mostly to the British Union Jack, but also to Northern Germany's littoral states. These commercial transplantations could cause a temporal boost for local shipyards. Former US ship-owners preferred to establish their headquarters in rather modest harbors like Geestemünde in Hannover, where local carpenters and other professionals specialized in repairing ships could earn considerable profit from the increasing numbers of vessels.

Flagging-out and the protection of neutral colors also encouraged a large number of vessels to enter the blockade running business. Recent studies implicate that the blockade of the Union Navy was less effective than assumed by older works and trade between Europe and the South extended the Confederacy's ability to fight a four-year war. German traders and shippers had a considerable share in this prolongation. For traders specialized in trading and speculation with Southern staples, the Union's blockade of Southern harbors had the potential to be lucrative business. Profiting in this manner was not considered "unlawful or dishonorable", but was rather seen to be "bold and daring," as one blockade trader recollected. Until bales packed with cotton and barrels filled with tobacco reached their final destination in Continental spinning mills or cigar plants, every resale promised profit. This was especially profitable, given that, as discussed above, North German merchants traditionally used to purchase cotton and tobacco for the German markets directly from the slaveholding producers in the South, enabling the merchants not to share the profit with wholesalers or forwarders. Needless to say, the individuals involved in this system wanted to continue that profitable mode of transaction. Bremen's cotton brokers for example, soon announced that they would "take the Civil War in America into consideration for future calculations."

Central Europe soon was in desperate need of cotton. That brokers and merchants responded to that need reveals itself after an examination of Bremen's commercial statistics. Although Europe's wartime imports of Southern cotton in general nearly reached a standstill, Bremen became the exemption. After Great Britain, the city's second largest supplier for cotton between 1862 and 1865 was Texas. This was achieved by covert shipping via Matamoros, Mexico, adjacent to the Confederate border.

Much has been written about the Confederacy's Mexican gateway in Matamoros. However, the important position of German-speaking merchants in this transnational trade has yet to be explored. A vivid hustle and bustle developed over the war years along the Texan-Mexican border, attracting thousands of European merchants. Texas's cotton exporters benefited from relatively low numbers of Union troops and transported their stocks to Matamoros, the nearest neutral port
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German merchant companies from Hamburg, Bremen, Hannover and Oldenburg had been settling along Mexico's Gulf Coast since the 1840s. The German need for Mexican spices and silver was a major motivation to establish this economic relationship. In the early 1850s, there were already over 60 German trading houses established in 15 Mexican cities, and after the United States, Great Britain, and France, German ships represented the fourth most sighted foreign vessels in Mexico's harbors.22

In Matamoros, one of the most successful wartime profiteers and most likely the chief agent for Confederate cotton exports to Central Europe was Droge & Oetling's merchant house. Originating from Bremen, the company operated branches in Mexico, Havana, Manchester and Hamburg.23 Through arrangements with Confederate military officers, Droge & Oetling exported the bulk of Texan cotton to Europe where it was sold on behalf of the Confederate government. The transnationally-operating owners were soon known for making Millions by selling Southern cotton to Europe.24 The company also became a switch point for Confederate mail and probably arms.25 Bremen ships, which must have had a great share in this business, quickly earned the reputation of being keen operators in the Confederate trade with Europe. Union authorities even prohibited some Bremen vessels from sailing to reopened Southern ports like New Orleans if they not intended to take a direct route.26 According to Henry Boernstein, Abraham Lincoln's consul in Bremen, the sympathies of the city's business elite for the South prevailed until the very end of the war.27

Besides Hamburg and Bremen, a third German maritime nation discovered the profitability of the Civil War, the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg. Although a minor player in the nineteenth-century global economy, Oldenburg's textile industry, its merchants and shippers could not avoid being absorbed by transatlantic involvements.28 Oldenburg had for years established firm connections to American markets, especially in Texas, where the Duchy's consul in Galveston had been long engaged in the cotton business. In the turmoil of the Civil War, Oldenburg's consulate became the economic representative of almost every German state in Texas.29 In one of his reports to the Oldenburg government, forwarded via Matamoros by Droge & Oetling, the consul mentioned the "very vivid and significant import and export" on the Texas-Mexican border.30 Next to Hamburg and Bremen, Oldenburg ships were an important third power for German cotton imports during the
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Civil War's blockade. The amount of insurance collected for the loss of ships or merchandise concluded by Oldenburg shippers (likely due to the risk of being seized by Union or Confederate vessels) grew constantly from 1.4 million Thalers in 1861 to 2.3 million Thalers in 1865.\(^{51}\)

Whereas within the last five years before the Civil War, 47 ships left Oldenburg for the Gulf of Mexico, this number rose to 72 while the war raged.\(^{52}\) Another look at the statistics of Bremen, Oldenburg's geographical neighbor and immediate trading partner, reveals that Bremen received more than 460,000 pounds of cotton via Oldenburg during the war. As the amount before the outbreak of war between 1856 and 1860 only totaled 8,500 pounds, it is clear that the war shifted the balance of economic powers.\(^{53}\)

If cotton and other Confederate goods came the way of Mexico to Northern Germany, continental consignees had to receive them. In the case of Droege & Oetling, it is most likely that their Hamburg branch, managed by Gustav Adolph Droege, was the primary recipient of Confederate commodities. Hamburg's cotton imports from East Mexico skyrocketed from literally zero bales antebellum to over 1,400 bales in the 12 months between 1862 and 1863 alone.\(^{54}\) The trade seemed to be profitable. In early 1863, Hamburg's chamber of commerce justified the erection of a consulate in Matamoros as "appropriate and desirable," owed to the intensified trade between the two regions.\(^{55}\)

Unfortunately, most names of German merchants engaged in the blockade running business got lost over time or were kept disguised. Discretion with regard to business is said to have been a Hanseatic virtue ever since.\(^{56}\) Maybe this is the reason why one of the few known blockade runners operating from Germany, Charles W. Adams, was not a German but an American by birth.

He owned a trading firm in Galveston, but moved to Hamburg shortly after the war broke out. Like most overseas migrants with commercial interests, he did not cut his transatlantic ties and continued business with Galveston, where agents now shipped cotton through Matamoros.\(^{57}\) Through the efforts of the Union consuls in Hamburg and neighboring Altona, Northern officials became aware of Adams's commercial activities. They ensured that Adams was arrested and his cargo was seized by Union troops as he appeared at the Mexican border to supervise it in 1864.\(^{58}\) After his release and a ten-year lawsuit with German and American authorities, Adams's claim for compensation was rejected by the Congress's Committee on War-Claims. The committee argued that Adams was "an outspoken, bitter rebel" and "a blockade-runner."\(^{59}\) What further made Adams a suspect in the eyes of Union authorities, was his acquaintance with Ambrose Dudley Mann, one of the Confederacy's chief emissaries to Europe. During the war, Mann acted as one of the South's major intermediaries for Confederate operations in Central and Northern Europe.\(^{60}\)
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Adams were said to be engaged in arms purchases in Hamburg. This brings us to the most belligerent case of North German involvement in the American Civil War.

Affairs in Hamburg and Bremen unveil that economic relations between the United States and Europe appeared to be guarantors of war rather than pacifying phenomena, despite the fact that a recent article argues that "the transatlantic economic relations were one of the many peace factors" during the conflict. As we have already seen, cotton exports to Europe brought money into the Confederate economy. However, the wartime arms trade that occurred between Northern Germany and the United States immediately impacted Northern and Southern warfare.

A vast network of Union and Confederate agents eager to purchase arms for their governments spread across Europe as soon as the war began. Confederate purchasers knew that German arsenals kept huge amounts of war material and were willing to sell. In Hamburg's harbor alone, dozens of blockade runners were outfitted and loaded with war material for the South. This is, however a little known fact, as most studies focus on Britain or France when discussing the role of European ports during the Civil War's blockade. The Hanse Towns were the first choice for exporting large amounts of weapons from the Continent. As free harbors, they provided the logistics that were required for quick and smooth transfers of arms, which was "free from duties and without any further scrutiny," as local authorities proudly claimed. Hamburg alone kept over a dozen of small arms factories whose owners realized considerable profit by processing rifles and cannons that arrived from Saxony, Austria, and Prussia, where American agents mostly received the arms from. Other Hanseatic individuals entered the arms sale to America at earlier stages, acting as carriers or agents who, aware of the vast American demand for weapons, went directly to the armories of the German states and bought tens of thousands rifles. In Hamburg, at least 18 gun factories, merchants and broker firms were involved in the transatlantic arms trade for the Civil War. Four of these companies sold their stock to both the Union and the Confederacy or at least provided that the shipments reached both sides by fitting out blockade-runners anchored in Hamburg's harbor.

James Anderson, the Union's consul in Hamburg, undertook secret observations in the city's harbor by sailing on a small boat between the steamers and noting their cargo. According to his observations, we can actually identify more Hamburg firms that supplied the Confederacy than companies who shipped to the North. When Anderson complained to Hamburg's state department that the city "had been the means of doing us a great deal of injury" because it provided blockade runners with German weapons, Hamburg's Minister of State only replied that his administration was powerless, since all these vessels sailed under the British flag and officially headed for ports like Nassau or Havana, which acted as popular stopovers for Confederate shipments. Indirect trade covered by neutral flags was distinctive of Euro-Confederate
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collaborations and responsible for their success. Tons of weapons were shipped with the help of Bremen and Hamburg merchantmen, proud of being inhabitants of free liberal republics, to support a slaveholding empire.

In sum, German war material worth 1.4 million Dollars was registered by the New York customs office alone, making the German states the second largest European supplier of arms after Great Britain.\textsuperscript{71} This is not to mention the exact value of German arms that entered the South, which could be estimated to be at least over 100,000 rifles, dozens of canons, and various tons of sabers, clothing and other contraband of war.\textsuperscript{72} To Union observers, the involvement of Hamburg merchants in shipping war material for the Confederacy became even more obvious, when in late 1864, members of Hamburg’s parliament, which consisted mostly of merchants engaged in transatlantic trade, spoke out against the duty of declaration for the destinations of their vessels, which would have revealed the clandestine trade of many parliament’s members.\textsuperscript{73}

The war material needed to be transported quickly. Steam-powered ships were therefore the first choice to satisfy the short-term demands of the North American armies. A good deal of these transports was executed by Hamburg’s and Bremen’s major steamship companies, the Hamburg-America-Line (Hapag) and the North German Lloyd. Since New York had been their prime port of call in the United States, Hapag and the Lloyd shipped German weapons exclusively to the North. Both companies were joint stock corporations with many shareholders and represented the interests of multiple North German citizens. The transport of arms to North America became a fluke for the two German steamship lines and their shareholders. Since increasing numbers of emigrants avoided the passage via Hamburg and Bremen to enter a war-torn country, Hapag and the North German Lloyd feared a loss in revenues. The enormous request for weapons from America, however, compensated the losses from the reduced emigration business and even allowed these companies to profit from the war.\textsuperscript{74} Once again, the Civil War provided more benefits than losses for Continental contemporaries.

Conclusion

As it turned out, thousands of German-speaking Europeans were, by migration and commerce, deeply entangled with Civil War America and also its institutionalized slavery. These links resulted in the multilateral repercussions triggered by the Civil War in transnational melting pots like the port cities of Hamburg, Bremen, and their hinterlands. There, contemporaries were everything but passive recipients of the war’s global shockwaves. North Germans actively influenced the economic and military proceedings of North America’s bloodiest conflict, whether by buying Southern cotton via Mexico or shipping large amounts of arms to both belligerents. In most cases, German diaspora trade companies were interposed in these transnational undertakings. Amplified by the neutral status kept by all European nations as the war lasted, trade with both North and South was legitimate. It contributed significantly to the wars duration by increasing the Confederate army’s ability to fight their material superior opponent.

It has further been proven, that economic impacts were the most palpable ramifications of the
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American Civil War in Europe. Therefore, generalizing categorizations of Central European partisanship for either Union or Confederacy along superficial political lines do not satisfy the demands of the historical reality. Transnational analyses of the Civil War would be well-advised to consider the economic dimensions of the conflict. In the case of North German shippers, merchants, brokers, and arms dealers, support for the North or the South was primarily non-ideological. Instead, loyalty was determined by pragmatic consideration, and often lasted as long as considerable profit was worth a certain risk.

As the examples of Hamburg and Bremen illustrate, transatlantic connections in the mid-nineteenth century often promises more fertile insight if performed by examining small groups of actors and their individual actions. Although this essay focused primarily on businessmen, it should be noted that the war in America was felt, seen and read by Central Europeans of multiple professions and both sexes.\(^{75}\) Since economic linkages were the driving forces behind the entanglement of Central Europe and America during most of the Nineteenth Century, the Civil War raged in transnational spheres of experience—rather than as a mere political issue debated in German privy chambers or parliaments, where the conflict often remained just a side note.\(^{76}\)
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Cotton imported via Bremen, 1857-66

Data compiled from Tabellarische Uebersicht des Bremischen Handels zusammengestellt durch die Behörde für die Handelsstatistik, Bremen, 1858-1867.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>supposed to provide supplies for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buck, L.</td>
<td>merchant</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gleichmann, T.G.</td>
<td>merchant, banker</td>
<td>Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagenest &amp; Arnold</td>
<td>merchants, arms</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hapag</td>
<td>shipping</td>
<td>Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Andrew) Israel &amp; Co.</td>
<td>fancies</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labatt, Eduard</td>
<td>merchant</td>
<td>Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady, E.</td>
<td>merchant</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohm (?), E.E.H.</td>
<td>turner</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohmann, F.W.</td>
<td>arms manufacture</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moll, Peter</td>
<td>arms manufacture, draperies, woolen goods</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moller, John R.</td>
<td>merchant</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohlendorff &amp; Co.</td>
<td>guano and agricultural products</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piper, H.M. Eduard</td>
<td>merchant</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Eduard) Ringel &amp; Co.</td>
<td>merchants</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romberg &amp; Watty</td>
<td>merchants</td>
<td>Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulte &amp; Scheemann</td>
<td>arms manufacture</td>
<td>Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sohns, Heinrich Edward</td>
<td>shipping &amp; commission business</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trittau, F. W.</td>
<td>chemicals, parfumes, spirits</td>
<td>Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Conrad) Warnecke &amp; Co.</td>
<td>colonial goods</td>
<td>Confederacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Value of arms imported to Hamburg, 1855-1868
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Data compiled from Tabellarische Übersicht des Bremischen Handels zusammengestellt durch die Behörde für die Handelsstatistik Bremen, 1858-1867.
Value of European fire-arms imported into the Union, 1860-1865
as entered in the US custom-house returns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>$2,301,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg &amp; Bremen</td>
<td>$1,419,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>$70,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>$57,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>$55,399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Executive Documents of the House of Representatives, No. 324, 42nd Cong., 2nd Sess. (1872)